
1-6-1 Inohana, Chuo-ku
▪take Keisei Bus for "Daigaku-Byoin" 

from JR Chiba Sta., and get off at 
"Kyodo-hakubutsukan/Chibaken 
Bunka Kaikan", and 3 min walk. 
▪15 min walk from the JR 

Uchibo/Sotobo Line Hon-chiba 
Sta.
▪13 min walk from the Chiba 

Monorail Kencho-mae Sta.
¥60
9am–5pm (last admission 4:30pm)
Mon, national holiday, year-end and new year holidays, etc
043-222-8231
http://www.city.chiba.jp/kyoiku/shogaigakushu/shogaigakushu/kyodo/kyodo_top.html

Makuhari New Urban Center AreaMakuhari New Urban Center Area

Chiba Minato AreaChiba Minato Area

Soga Subcenter AreaSoga Subcenter Area

Inage Kaigan・ Inage AreaInage Kaigan・ Inage Area

MAP❻ D-4

Feel the Players’ 
Heartbeats
The arena serves as the home 
stadium for JEF United Chiba, and 
is equipped with 18,500 seats.  
The seats closest to the field are 
separated a mere 8 m, permitting 
spectators to observe the athletes’ 
energetic plays up close. In 
addition, 90% of the seats are 
covered by a roof, which allows 
unobstructed sports watching 
even on rainy days.

MAP❻ D-3

One of Japan’s Most 
Spacious Event Venues
The Makuhari Messe consists 
of “International Exhibition Halls,” 

“International Conference Halls,” and 
the “Makuhari Event Hall,” and was 
constructed in 1989 to serve as a 
representation of the level of Japan’s 
convention facilities. The 11 exhibition 
halls span an area of 72,000 m2, and 
are capable of hosting all types of 
events. The 22 conference halls are 
used in a wide variety of gatherings 
such as international meetings, 
workshops and seminars.  The event 
hall is also capable of housing 9,000 
people and is utilized as an expansive 
venue for a multitude of events.

MAP❻ C-4

Communicating the Architecture of 
Resorts from the Taisho Era
Numerous cottages and villas, which served as summer 
resorts during the Taisho and Showa eras, used to dot 
the beaches which extended along present today’s HWY 
14.  The “Yukari no Ie” is one of these resorts, and once 
hosted the Aishinkakura Fuketsu couple (Fugi—from 

“The Last Emperor”̶‘s biological younger brother) for approximately six months.

Former Villa of Denbe Kamiya
Chiba Citizens’ Gallery Inage is a gallery with a 
garden that brings to mind the days when Inage was 
a seaside getaway. Artwork created by citizens and 
exhibitions organized by the gallery can be seen here. 
A Registered Tangible Cultural Property of Japan, 
the Western-style house that was the villa of Denbe 
Kamiya, the founder of ‘Denki Bran’, is also on the premises and open to the public. 

A Paradise of Flowers by the Shore
The Floral Museum is comprised of a greenhouse, 
display section, rest area, and outdoor courtyards.  
There are approximately 1,600 genuses of flowers 
and 48,000 bushes which thrive within the facility.  
In addition, one can take in the breathtaking 
scenery while dining in the rest area’s restaurant.

Refresh yourself with skating and 
a hot bath
Using electricity and steam generated by 
the Shinminato Clean Energy Center, this 
complex facility operates its ice rink and 
bathing rooms all year-round.  The rink meets 
the international standards of 60m x 30m, 
and is used to host figure skating and ice 
skating competitions.  The bathing rooms 
are equipped with 7 different types of pools, 
including jacuzzis, mist sauna rooms, and infant wading pools (swimsuits required).

MAP❹ B-2Inage Sengen Shrine
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Dainichi Temple
(Chiba House Five-Tiered Family Grave)

MAP❶ A-2Aoki Konyo’s Sweet Potato Research Farm

MAP❶ C-2‒D-3Onari-Kaido Road

MAP❶ B-3
Chiba Temple
(Chiba City’s Longest Standing Temple)

An Ancient Shrine to Worship Mt. Fuji
The origins of Inage Sengen Shrine are said to be 
from the year 808 during the reign of Emperor Heizei, 
when the spirit of the deity enshrined at Fujisan Hongu 
Sengentaisha in modern-day Omiya, Fujinomiya City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture, was divided and re-enshrined at its 
current location. 

It can be seen from ancient records that since the year 1180, when Minamoto no Yoritomo 
sent Taneyori Tou as an envoy to give offerings and pray for continued luck in the fortunes of 
war, Tsunetane Chiba and generations of the Chiba clan after him worshipped at this shrine.

When the shrine was rebuilt in 1187, the ground was formed into the shape of Mt. Fuji and 
three paths to the shrine were built in the image of the mountain’s climbing routes, with the 
shrine facing Mt. Fuji from across Tokyo Bay.

Enjoy the Sea Breeze Against the 
Backdrop of the New City
Inage Seaside Park serves as a summer resort for 
the citizens of Chiba City with its “Inage Beach,” 

“Inage Seaside Park Pool,” “Yacht Harbor,” “Inage 
Memorial Hall” and “Floral Museum.”  There 
are also barbecue pits installed within the park 
(reservations required).

Observe Tokyo Bay in One Sweeping View
The sharp-looking 125 m tall tower is covered in roughly 
5,600 panes of half-reflective glass.  Inside, there are two 
observation rooms (one 105 m and the other 113 m above 
ground) where one can take in - at a 360°panoramic view - 
the magnificent sights that are the Aqualine, Tokyo Tower, 
Mount Fuji, and the setting sun. There is also a local souvenir 
shop on the 1st floor of the tower, and a lounge on the 3rd 
floor where cocktails and other food items are served.

Chiba Folk Museum (Inohana Park) Chiba City Museum of Art

Commune and Interact with the World of Art
The Chiba Prefectural Museum of Art is comprised of 8 
large exhibition rooms, in addition to a prefectural citizen’s 
atelier that houses a lecture hall with a seating capacity 
of 200, an art-related information room, a multi-purpose 
research studio (used for advising, etc.), and 3 separate 
studios which are used to host demonstration workshops. The museum collects works and 
information related to artists with connections to the prefecture, such as artwork by the Japanese 
pioneer of modern Western-style art Chu Asai and Barbizon School landscapes by Jean-Francois 
Millet, and holds special and planned exhibitions.
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The City’s Oasis
This large-scale multi-purpose 
park is equipped with a pool, 
baseball diamond and row boats 
in addition to other facilities.  It is 
located approximately 10 minutes 
by foot from JR Chiba Station and 
is adorned by a lotus lake, which 
is filled with the Oga lotus flower,  
as well as lily and peony fields, and 
plum, cherry blossom, and maple 
trees – all of which serve to paint 
this “City Oasis” in the colors of the 
four seasons.  Boats can be rented 
in the Watauchi Lake between 
March and November.

The Historical Chiba 
Velodrome
The Chiba Velodrome was constructed 
next to Chiba Park in 1949, as the 
11th track cycling velodrome in the 
nation. Races managed by Chiba City 
are run 52 days of the year, and races 
and events that take place nationwide 
at other velodromes are televised on 
approximately 300 days of the year. 
Track cycling is an Olympic sport that 
consists of 9 athletes racing on bicycles 
around a track. If you correctly predict 
the order in which athletes will finish, 
your bet of ¥100 could become more 
than ¥1,000,000!

The Symbol of Chiba
A 4-tiered 5-floor museum in the 
form of a traditional castle keep 
stands in the Inohana Castle grounds. 
Within the museum, one can peruse 
various materials which detail the 
history of Chiba City and the Chiba 
family who ruled this area.

Venue for Countless Exhibi-
tions and Shows
The Chiba City Museum of Art is 
located in a building that preserves 
the architecture of a Neo-Renaissance 
style bank from before WWII and 
also houses the Chuo Ward Office. 
Exhibition halls are located on the 
7th and 8th floors, and the facilities 
also include a museum shop and 
a restaurant where customers can 
enjoy a view of the city. The museum’s 
collection primarily consists of 
works related to the Boso area and 
early modern to contemporary art, 
and diverse exhibitions ranging from 
woodblock prints and Japanese 
paintings to contemporary art are held 
over 10 times each year.

Experience the Fun of 
Science and Wonders of 
Nature
The Museum of Science houses 
interactive fixtures and displays 
which make learning science fun 
and easy for children and adults. The 
state-of-the-art planetarium is capable 
of simulating 10,000,000,000 stars, 
making for an utterly breathtaking and 
realistic starry night sky.

Chiba’s Myoken
(God of the North Star)
Chiba Shrine is a nationally revered and 
respected shrine for the homage it pays 
to “Chiba’s God of the North Star.”  The 
enshrined deity̶the divine spirit of the 
North Star, or Polaris,̶is worshipped 
for its role in determining the fates of 
human lives, as well as bestowing good 
luck to those who pray at the shrine. The 

“Sonjoden,” which is the only romon-style 
“bunreisha” (a shrine which houses a 
fragment of a particular tutelary god) of 
its kind, was completed in 2000, 1000 
years after the temple was first opened.  
This beautifully vermilion-lacquered 
shrine is a must-see for all visitors to 
Chiba City. 

Historical Sites・Cultural AssetsDainichi Temple was originally constructed by Chiba 
Yoritane during the Kamakura Period in the Matsudo・
Mabashi area, and was later moved to Chiba by his son, 
Tanemune.  However, the temple was soon lost to a 
fire during the war, and was once again relocated from 
Toricho to its current location.  The premises are now 
home to the Chiba Family’s 16 five-tiered family graves.

In 1735, Aoki Konyo began his work on cultivating 
sweet potatoes in the Kanto region.  Their planting 
then quickly spread throughout Makuhari, allowing the 
people to survive the famines of the Tenmei and Tenpo 
eras.  A memorial has been erected at the research 
farm, and it has been designated as a historical site by 
the prefecture.

Onari Kaido was built some 400 years ago, by the 
order of Tokugawa Ieyasu (in pursuit of his hobby, 
hawking), where he commanded nearby farmers to 
work day and night on its construction.  Along the 
road, one can see the remains of an ancient tea house 
which was used as a rest area at the time, as well as a 
nagayamon (Japanese-style bungalow)—which were 
preserved to serve as a reminder of eras past.

Chiba Temple is the city’s longest standing temple, and 
was erected in 709.  The following year, the lily tree 
planted on the premises flourished to a size larger than 
those found in Kamakura’s Tsurugaokahachimangu 
Shrine.  It now towers at a height of 30 m, and boasts 
a circumference of 8 m.

The Chiba City Zoological Park is roughly 2.5 times the size of 
Ueno Zoo (approximately 34 ha), and is home to some 1,200 
cherry blossom trees. Lesser panda, "Futa Family" is the most 
popular in the zoo.

Izumi Nature Park is a scenic park located 
approximately 11km east-southeast of downtown 
Chiba City, with an area of roughly 43 hectares. 
This nature-filled park, built to make full use of 
the existing varied landscape, is home to around 
1,500 cherry trees that have led to the park’s 
selection as one of the top 100 cherry blossom 
sites in Japan, an iris garden that boasts roughly 
10,000 flowers, a colony of Japanese fawn lilies, 
a pond that is home to waterfowl, and more.

Preserving the existing nature in the center of 
the city, Aoba no Mori is a comprehensive park 
that supports people’s cultural and recreational 
activities. The park is rich in greenery and features 
the ‘Natural History and Institute Museum, Chiba’ 
and the Arts and Culture Hall, tennis courts, a 
baseball diamond, kyudo archery grounds, a track 
and field stadium, and grassy spaces and areas 
with wooden playground equipment for children 
to run and play.

Showa no Mori is large enough to house 23 
Tokyo Domes, and has been selected as one of 

“Japan’s Top 100 Urban Parks.”  Inside the park, 
one will find azalea and other seasonal flowers, 
as well as a 109 meter long slide coupled 
with facilities for camping and other athletic 
activities.

Izumiya Park is blessed with lush greenery, 
beautiful waterfronts, as well as the 
man-made firefly raising facility, “Village 
of the Fireflies.”  In addition, there are 
many green pastures, iris fields and lakes, 
forsythia, azalea and Japanese lily flowers 
which change with the seasons.

http://www.chibacity-ta.or.jp

Tourism Information Website
Chiba City Sightseeing Guide
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3-1 Benten, Chuo-ku
Chibakoen Sta. of Chiba Monorail 10 min walk from JR Chiba Sta.
admission free (there are fees for facilities use)
043-251-5103
http://www.city.chiba.jp/toshi/koenryokuchi/kanri/chuo-inage/chibakouen.html

4-1-1 Benten, Chuo-ku
free shuttle bus from JR Chiba Sta. 2 min walk from Chiba Monorail Chibakoen Sta.
¥100 (special seat ¥500   special room ¥2,000)
043-251-7111
http://www.chibakeirin.com/

1-16-1Innai, Chuo-ku
10 min walk from JR Chiba Sta.
043-224-2211
http://chibajinja.com/

3-10-8 Chuo, Chuo-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Chiba Sta.
▪10 min walk from Keisei Line Chiba chuo Sta.
▪5 min walk from Chiba Monorail Yoshikawakoen Sta.
varies depending on the exhibition
10am–6pm (last admission 5:30pm) / Fri and Sat : 10am–8pm (last admission 7:30pm)
First Mon,  year-end and new year holidays, etc
043-221-2311
http://www.ccma-net.jp

7-10 fl. Qiball, 4-5-1 Chuo, Chuo-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Chiba Sta.
▪6 min walk from Keisei Chiba chuo Sta.
▪5 min walk from Chiba Monorail Yoshikawakoen Sta.
permanent exhibition or planetarium ¥510
permanent exhibition and planetarium ¥820
(an additional charge will be requested for special exhibitions)
Museum of Science：9am–7pm (last admission 6:30pm)
Planetarium 9am–8pm（last admission 7pm）
12/29‒1/1. etc
043-308-0511
http://www.kagakukanq.com/

1 Chuoko, Chuo-ku
▪12 min walk from JR or Chiba Monorail Chiba-Minato Sta.
▪take the Bus for "Chiba Port Tower" from JR Chiba Sta. to the terminal stop
¥420
9am–9pm (last admission 8:30pm) June-September
9am‒7pm (last admission 6:30pm) October-May
12/28‒12/31. etc
043-241-0125
http://chiba-porttower.com/

1-10-1 Chuoko, Chuo-ku
▪10 min walk from JR or Chiba Monorail Chiba-Minato Sta.
▪take the Bus for "Chiba Port Tower" from JR Chiba Sta.,and get off at "Bijutsukan/ChuoYubinkyoku"
permanent exhibition  ¥300 (varies depending on the special exhibition)
9am-4:30pm (last admission 4pm)
Mon, etc
043-242-8311
http://www.chiba-muse.or.jp/ART/

1-6-1 chuoko, Cyuo-ku   
10 min walk from JR or Chiba Monorail Chiba-Minato Sta.   
Harbor Course: everyday  13:30  ¥1,000
Makuhari Messe Course: Sun and national holiday  14:30  ¥1,200
12/30–1/3   
043-242-4568
http://www.chiba-port.com/   

1-20 Kawasaki-cho, Chuo-ku
8 min walk from JR Soga Sta.
043-208-5577
http://www.sogastadium.com/

Relax at a tranquil 
Japanese Garden
Inside of the Makuhari Seaside 
Park, it lets guests enjoy the 
changing of the seasons in a 
traditional garden which contrasts 
the modern city around it. Both 
traditional and more relaxed tea 
ceremonies can be experienced in 
the tea house.

MAP❷ B-3Mihama-en Japanese Garden

2-116 Hibino, Mihama-ku
▪5 min walk from Makuhari Messe
▪10 min walk from JR Kaihin-Makuhari Sta.
admission fee  ¥100 / Tea (green tea and Japanese sweets) ¥500
8am-5pm (last admission 4:30pm)
＊Tea 9am-4:30pm (Teahouse "Shouraitei" last admission 4pm)
no holidays
043-296-0126
http://www.seibu-la.co.jp/makuhari/guide/

Takahama, Mihama-ku      
take Kaihin Kotsu Bus for "Takahama minami danchi/Kaihin Koen pool iriguchi" from JR Inage Sta. or 
JR Inage Kaigan Sta., and get off at "Takahama minami danchi", and 3 min walk. 
▪Inage Beach, Iso no matsubara (the pinery of the beach)  043-279-8440
▪Inage Yacht Harbor  043-279-1160
▪Inage Seaside Park Pool, Barbecue area  043-247-2771
▪Inage Commemoration Center, Outdoor concert hall  043-277-4534
▪Inage Civil Aviation  Commemoration Center  043-277-9000 
▪Inage Seaside Park Sport Facilities (Baseball field,Tenniscort,Soccer field, Indoor playground)  

043-247-2443
admission free (there are fees for facilities use)
http://www.city.chiba.jp/toshi/koenryokuchi/kanri/mihama/inagekaihinkoen.html 

1-16-12 Inage, Inage-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Inage Sta.
▪6 min walk from Keisei Inage Sta.
admission free
9am–4:30pm
Mon, 12/29–1/3, etc
043-244-5370
http://www.city.chiba.jp/kyoiku/shogaigakushu/shogaigakushu/yukarinoieinage.html

7-2-4 Takahama, Mihama-ku
▪take Kaihin Kotsu Bus (for Inage Kaihin Koen pool) from JR Inage Sta.,get off at "Hanano-Bijutsukan"
▪take Kaihin Kotsu Bus (for Inage Kaihin Koen pool) from JR Inage Sta.,get off at "Takahamasyako", and 

5 min walk
▪take Kaihin Kotsu Bus from JR Inage-Kaigan Sta. to the terminal "Kaihin Koen iriguchi", and 5 min walk
¥300
9:30am–5pm
Mon, year-end and new year holidays, etc
043-277-8776
http://www.cga.or.jp/flower/

108 Noro-cho, Wakaba-ku
take Chiba-Flower Bus from JR Chiba Sta.,and get off at "Izumi Koen Iriguchi", and 10 min 
walk.
admission free
8:30am–5pm  April–September／8:30am–4:30pm October–March
043-228-0080
http://www.city.chiba.jp/toshi/koenryokuchi/kanri/wakaba/izumitop.html

6-11-1 Oyuminochuo, Midori-ku
▪20 min walk from JR Kamatori Sta.
▪take Chiba-Chuo Bus from JR Kamatori Sta., and get off at "Izumiya-koen".
admission free
043-294-2884
take Bus from JR Soga Sta., and get off at "Geijyutsu Bunka Hall-mae"

2-1-27 Todorki-cho, Inage-ku
10 min walk from JR Nishi-Chiba Sta.
043-251-2417
http://www.dainici.jp/

161 Chibadera-cho, Chuo-ku
▪Take Chiba-Chuo Bus from JR Chiba Sta., and get off at the "Chibadera"
▪15 min walk from Keisei Chihara Line Chibadera Sta.
043-261-3723

4-594-2 Makuhari-cho, Hanamigawa-ku
1 min walk from Keisei Line Makuhari Sta.

Hanamigawa-ku–Inage-ku–Wakaba-ku

22 Toke-cho, Midori-ku
▪30 min walk from JR Toke Sta.
▪take Chiba-Chuo Bus from JR Toke Sta., and get off at "Showa-no-Mori Nishi", and 5 min 

walk 
admission free
8:30am–5pm  April–September／8:30am–4:30pm October–March
043-294-2884
http://www.city.chiba.jp/toshi/koenryokuchi/kanri/midori/top.html

977-1Aoba-cho, Chuo-ku
▪take Chiba-Chuo Bus from JR Chiba Sta., and get off at "Harmony-Plaza", and 5 min walk. 
▪take Bus from JR Soga Sta., and get off at "Geijyutsu Bunka Hall-mae".
▪8 min walk from Keisei Chihara Line Chibadera Sta.
admission free
043-208-1500
http://www.cue-net.or.jp/kouen/aoba/

1-10-15 Inage, Inage-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Inage Sta.
▪4 min walk from Keisei Inage Sta.
043-245-7777
http://www.inage-sengenjinja.or.jp/

1-8-35 Inage, Inage-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Inage Sta.
▪ 7 min walk from Keisei Inage Sta.
admission free
9am–5:15pm
Mon, 12/29–1/3, etc
043-248-8723
http://business4.plala.or.jp/g-inage/

Adress Access Admission
fee (Adults)

Business
hours

Holiday URL

280 Minamoto-cho, Wakaba-ku
Dobutsukoen Sta. of Chiba Monorail
¥500
9:30am–4:30pm(last admission 4pm)
Mon,etc.  12/29–1/1
043-252-1111
http://www.city.chiba.jp/zoo/index.html
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2-1 Nakase, Mihama-ku
5 min walk from JR Kaihin-Makuhari Sta.
043-296-0001
http://www.m-messe.co.jp/index.html

An Awe-Inspiring Space
The QVC Marine Field is the home field 
for the “Chiba Lotte Marines” franchise.  
The foul lines measure 99.5m, the 
line from the home plate to the fence 
is 122 m, and the stadium has a 
seating capacity of roughly 30,000. 
The field wing seats protrude into the 
foul grounds, permitting spectators 
to observe their players in action, 
up close. The stadium can also be 
converted into an American Football 
field, or a venue for outdoor concerts.  
Furthermore, the facility was the first 
in Japan to implement light fixtures 
that line the circumference of the field.

MAP❷ A-2QVC Marine Field

1 Mihama, Mihama-ku
▪15 min walk from JR Kaihin-Makuhari Sta.
▪take a bus for "QVC Marine Field" from JR or Keisei Makuharihongo Sta. to the terminal stop

varies depending on the event

043-296-1189
http://www.marines.co.jp/stadium/

Home stadium of the Japanese professional sports team !

224-1 Sinminato Mihama-ku
take a bus for "Aquarink Chiba" from JR Inage Sta. or JR Inage Kaigan Sta. to the terminal stop.
Ice Rink ¥1,000 / Aqua Zone ¥500
▪Ice Rink Wed-Fri: 9am‒8pm/ Sat‒Tue, and national holidays: 9am‒6pm
▪Aqua Zone 9am–9pm
▪Ice Rink open 7days a week
▪Aqua Zone Second Thursday
043-204-7283
http://www.aquarink-chiba.jp/

MAP❶ C-3Kasori Shell Mounds Museum
This archaeological site spans roughly 13.4 hectares and 
has been designated a national historic site.  The museum 
presents the lifestyle led by the people of the Jomon era 
by showcasing earthenware and stone tools and recreated 
houses used during the time period.

8-33-1 Sakuragi, Wakaba-ku
15 min walk from Chiba Monorail Sakuragi Sta.
¥60
9am–5pm (last admission 4:30pm)
Mon, national holidays, 12/29–1/3, etc
043-231-0129
http://www.city.chiba.jp/kyoiku/syogaigakushu/kasorikaizuka/top.html

MAP❶ C-3Chiba City Greenery Botanical Garden
Within the premises one can find large-scale fields, 
a greenhouse and many hedges; making the garden a 
place of greenery all year round.  Staff from the Greenery 
Association will gladly respond to inquiries regarding 
plant life, and also host lectures from time to time.

278 Hoshikuki-cho, chuo-ku
▪take Chiba-Chuo Bus or Kominato Bus from JR Chiba Sta.,
    and get off at "Kitahoshikuki", and 5 min walk.
▪take Bus from JR Soga Sta., and get off at "Ryokukashokubutuen", and 5 min walk. 
admission free
9am–5pm
Mon, year-end and new year holidays, etc
043-264-9559
http://www.cga.or.jp/004023/

MAP❶ C-3Natural History Museum and Institute, Chiba
The museum has a permanent exhibition themed “Nature 
in the Boso Region and People”, in addition to skeletal 
displays and dioramas of numerous animals such as the 
Naumann Elephant.  There are also instructional videos 
to deepen one’s understanding of the past through with 
pictures and sound.

955-2 Aoba-cho, Chuo-ku (Inside Aoba Park)
▪take Keisei Bus from JR Chiba Sta., and get off at "Chuo Hakubutsukan", and 7 min walk.
▪take Chiba-Chuo Bus or Kominato Bus from JR Soga Sta., and get off at "Chuo Hakubutsukan", and 6 

min walk. 
▪20 min walk from Keisei Chihara Line Chibadera Sta. 
¥300 (varies depending on the special exhibition)
9am–4:30pm (last admission 4pm)
Mon, year-end and new year holidays, etc
043-265-3111
http://www2.chiba-muse.or.jp/index.php?page_id=57

MAP❶ B-1Hanashima Park
The park was constructed with the theme 
of fostering “communal interaction with 
water and greenery.”  As a base park for 
the upstream portion of Hanamigawa, 
Hanashima Park supports the sports 
and recreational activities, as well as 
local events for ward citizens.  One can 
also appreciate the numerous creeks 
and biotopes which can only be found at 
waterfront parks such as Hanashima.

308 Hanashima-cho, Hanamigawa-ku
▪take Sea Side Bus from JR Makuhari Sta., and get off at "Hanashima-koen".
▪take Keisei Bus from JR Shin-Kemigawa Sta., and get off at "Chiba-Youchien", and 12 

min walk. 
admission free (there are fees for facilities use)
043-286-8740
http://www.city.chiba.jp/toshi/koenryokuchi/kanri/hanamigawa/hanasimatop.html

MAP❶ D-2Shimoda Agricultural Fureai Center
The Shimoda Agricultural Fureai Center 
was built around the theme of local 
produce and cuisine. Fresh and safe 
locally-grown products are available for 
purchase at the Shimoda Farmer’s Market, 
and the restaurant Mio offers a buffet of 
dishes prepared with local produce.

971 Shimoda-cho, Wakaba-ku
take Keisei Bus from JR Chishirodai Sta., and get off at "Onaridai-Syako", and 5 min walk . 
▪Shimoda Farmer's Market　9am–5pm
▪Restaurant「Mio」 11am–3:30pm
Restaurant「Mio」 ¥1,300
Mon,etc. 12/31–1/3
043-237-8011
http://shimodafreai.com/

Late March–early April
Inohana Park

Early August
Makuhari Beach

Mid August
Chuo Park and its surrounding area

Late November‒early January
Chuo Park and its surrounding area

☎043-227-5036

☎043-246-8151

Chiba City Ryokan & Hotel Association

Chiba Prefectural Bus Association
Information

Telephone
number

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Events

Tourist Farms

Chiba Castle Sakura Festival
〈Late March‒early April〉

Kemigawa Beach Festa
〈Mid May〉

Oga lotus flower watching
〈Mid June - mid July〉 Chiba koen park

Diamond Fuji
〈Mid October〉

Opening of Inage Seaside Park Pool
& Inage Beach 〈Mid July‒late August〉

Le Mirage Chiba
〈Late November 
‒early January〉

Port Tower Christmas
Illumination

〈Mid November‒late December〉

Diamond Fuji
〈Late February〉

Inage Sengen Shrine Grand Festival
〈Mid July〉

Summer Festival "Oyako Sandai Natsu-matsuri" 
〈Mid August〉

Myoken Grand Festival
〈Mid August〉 Chiba Shrine

Makuhari Beach Fireworks Festa
〈Early August〉

Chiba Minato
Tairyo Festival
〈Early November〉

Seasonal Flowers
Nanohana Flower Peony Flower Lavender Cosmos

Plum Flower

Cherry Blossom Flower Ginkgo Flower

Iris Flower

Lotus Flower

Wisteria Flower Oleander Flower

Hydrangea

Salvia Flower

Azalea Flower Sunflower

Rose Rose

Tomatoes

Strawberries Blueberries

Grapes

Bamboo Shoots

Butterbur

Pears

Chestnuts

Persimmons

Potatoes

Approximately 15,000 fireworks are set off on Makuhari Beach for one of the 
prefecture’s largest fireworks shows, attracting roughly 300,000 spectators each 
year.

This is a festival held during the sakura (cherry blossom) flowering season in 
Inohana Park, which is famous for its sakura. Visitors can also appreciate and 
admire the romantic sight of sakura at night.

Beautiful light decorations are put up in Chuo Park and its surrounding area.
Many events are also held, including a light ceremony.

This event takes place around Chiba Station in mid-August each year,with 
residents and overseas visitors deepening cultural exchange by enjoying the 
Chiba Odori dance together.

Go for a mini-cruise aboard a boat
Take a ride on the only boat which tours the Chiba Harbor 
to see the beauty of the prefecture from the ocean.  Gaze 
from the deck of the cruise ship at the sea which basks in 
the reflected sunlight from the nearby glass-encased Port 
Tower.  Or, try the Makuhari Okiai Boat which runs Sundays 
and holidays, and the Noryo Cruise in summer.


